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COT Announces PB Swiss Tools’ Two New INSIDER Models: INSIDER 
STUBBY and INSIDER STUBBY RATCHET  
 
GAINESVILLE, GA ― September 2017 ― Count On Tools, Inc. (COT), a leading provider of 
precision components and SMT spare parts, is pleased to announce that PB Swiss Tools recently 
added two new models to their popular INSIDER product line: The INSIDER STUBBY and INSIDER 
STUBBY RATCHET. The PB Swiss Tools’ INSIDER STUBBY is the little pocket tool for rapid screw 
driving. 
 
The PB Swiss Tools’ INSIDER STUBBY comes standard with six common PrecisionBits for universal 
application (flat/slotted, Philips, and Torx®). It is ideal for locations that are difficult to access, while 

offering high hand torques without effort and its design 
remains compact and space-saving. 
 
The new INSIDER STUBBY RATCHET with integrated 
ratchet function on the short SwissGrip handle makes it 
possible to carry out screwdriving in difficult to reach 
places and, at the same time, it can be used for rapid 
turning. Because it can be used with one hand and is 
reversible, this little pocket tool will never fail you.  

 
Both versions feature the SwissGrip handle, which is made of Santoprene®, making it possible to 
generate a large amount of torque, even with wet hands. The compact, short SwissGrip handle is 
ideal for screw fastening at difficult to access locations. The STUBBY with bit holder offers even more 
than its predecessor – a ¼" PrecisionBit magazine extendable from within the handle so it remains 
safely connected with the handle when it is opened. 
 
With more than 130 years of experience, PB Swiss Tools is a global leader of hand tools 
manufactured for use in the industrial marketplace, even for the most hazardous jobs. All PB Swiss 
Tools are 100 percent Swiss-made and come with an unlimited lifetime guarantee. Work with the best! 
 



For more information or to order online, please visit www.pbtools.us.  
 

### 
 
About Count On Tools Inc. 
Count On Tools Inc., a precision component manufacturer specializing in all aspects of the machining industry, 
has been setting new performance standards in the SMT pick-and-place nozzle market since 1991. As the 
ORIGINAL source for high-quality, low-cost vacuum placement nozzles and associated consumables, they have 
pioneered with world-class development and process engineers that combine to ensure that innovation and 
competitiveness is applied to all of its extensive product range. The company also stands behind its products 
100% with a full warranty. Count On Tools’ products are in use at many of the world's leading electronics 
manufacturing companies. Proven engineering expertise, coupled with the latest in design and manufacturing 
technology, has allowed the company to simplify the complexities of the industry and deliver a solution to its 
customers.  
 
The company also maintains and supports a strong position in the hand tool industry, offering the highest quality 
hand tools in the world with PB Swiss Tools. These tools compliment any and all high-tech environments 
requiring optimum performance from both their equipment and technicians. 

http://www.pbtools.us/

